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1 . Theme

The theme is "liquor"
We, "Due to drinking, for sake of drinking"
SAKECOIN has been issued with the concept.
Do not you think you would like to drink alcohol of your choice?
Our goal is to build our own sake of your choice and act with the goal of providing fun time and
space through drinking.
Building drinks is not easy anymore. There is a law called the liquor tax law in Japan. We also have
experts and we will build our own convincing sake.
I want to revitalize the community, exchange opinions in the community, and build sakes I want to
build, without being held by common sense.
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2 . Action
①Questionnaire in the community
The variety of alcohol also varies. We conducted a questionnaire about sake that everyone wants
to build in the community.
②Actually build
Based on the results of the questionnaire, we will actually make sake.
※ We will make drinks with OEM.
SAKECOIN will increase the liquor store and pubs that can be settled.

③Completion
We will conduct a tasting society by community member participation type before selling.
※ Participation of the tasting society planned SAKECOIN 10 million or more holders.
We will build an environment where we can exchange ideas and so on connected to the next item.
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④Sale
We plan to sell the internet online. (Settlement only for SAKECOIN)
Open a store that you can easily drink at SAKECOIN.
With shops as community venues, we aim to make places where everyone can enjoy and have fun.

⑤Distribution
To raise awareness of SAKECOIN, circulate liquor made to liquor stores and pubs.
Development and introduction of a system that can provide provision and settlement
simultaneously at SAKECOIN payment.
You can omit the troublesome and time-consuming post-accounting, and also prevent unpaid
expenses.
⑥Construction and operation of manufacturing factory
We will build our own factory and make it operate so that we can make liquor by ourselves.
By conducting transactions that take advantage of the characteristics of SAKECOIN, we will reduce
time and expense, and establish manufacturing and distribution that is less costly.
We will develop the system so that we can use smart contract system in sales, distribution,
construction and operation of factory so that smooth and costly operation can be done.
* The merit of Smart Contract is that it does not require a trusted third party, saves brokerage fees, saves labor, and has the merit of not
being able to tamper with.
For example, if you use an auction or the like when selling online, since a transaction is established through an intermediary agent, a
brokerage fee will be incurred for the auction management company.
If you sign a contract to transfer money when you send the goods on Smart Contract, you can trade it automatically without going
through a third party.
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3 . About token
Name: SAKE (SAKECOIN)
Specification: ERC 223
Number of sheets: 20 billion
pieces Allocation: Distribution 30% (6.0 billion)
Development 5% (1.0 billion pieces)
Public information 10% (2.0 billion sheets)
Operation 5% (1.0billion sheets)
Lockup 50% (10 billion sheets)

Proportion
distribution
development of
public relations
Operation
Lock-up
Distribution is distributed by Airdrop and sold at exchanges
Development costs development expenses of services using tokens
Public information such as events to raise awareness of SAKECOIN
Expenses (miscellaneous expenses) etc. required for the project to progress
Lockup will be allocated until 30th June 2019 (after that we allocate
according to circumstances, possibly re-lockup, burn)
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4 . Roadmap
2018.6～

2018.7～9

First stage

Against COIN

Community

Project

2018.～12

2019

Second stage

Third stage

●Make SAKECOIN

●Establish corporation

●SAKECOIN
Airdrop start

●Listed overseas
exchanges※1
●SAKECOIN increase liable shops at liquor stores and pubs

●Discord Starting
●Twitter Starting
●Official website opened
●White paper published

●Sake making using
SAKECOIN
And sales launch

●Discord
Aim for 3,000
Community
●Questionnaire for drinks
I want to build and event
implementation

●Select alcohol based
on the results of the
questionnaire

●Listed on multiple
overseas exchanges

●Discord
Aim for 5,000
Community

●Starting sake making

●Development of system for net sales

2020～

●Aim for listing on domestic exchange

●Conduct completed
previewe※2
●Held off-ceremony at its
own store
●Discord
Aim for 10,000
Community
●Start selling alcohol on
completion of alcohol
●Open own store

●Serious community
Participating type sake
making started

●Construction and
operation of our own
factory

●Distribution started
nationwide
●Development of a system for factory operation

※1 Listing overseas exchanges is arranged on the selling board at 1satoshi which is the bit coin minimum unit.
Note：Even if you set a limit on 1satoshi things with a higher amount will contract first.
※2 Participation in the tasting society is planned for SAKECOIN 10 million or more holders.
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5 . Finally

Alcohol has a very big role as a tool to communicate from long ago.

Drinks that continue to be loved around the world will continue to develop and people will pursue
deliciousness.
Meanwhile in order to enjoy sake, we would like to revitalize the community through SAKECOIN and
we are committed to making full efforts to develop and provide liquor pursuing the taste and
enjoyment that everyone wants.

I made SAKECOIN from the thought that.

We adopted the block chain technology based on the concept “for drinking due to alcoholic drink”
We will manufacture sake and develop and develop services.
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[SAKECOIN The outline]
It isn't assumed that SAKECOIN is also treated as a security in what kind of country and area?
I'll sell SAKECOIN to SAKECOIN operation for the purpose of developing and offering production of liquor and service about sale and cipher currency dealings.
There is this white paper for the purpose of invitation of an investment in no kind of countries and areas, and every kind of way isn't cross with recruitment of a security.
And SAKECOIN operation advances a necessary procedure smoothly in accordance with all law and regulation.
The person considering purchase of SAKECOIN (individual, group, enterprise and others)
is the purpose of SAKECOIN issue, the cost about the SAKECOIN purchase, risk and a demerit, etc..
Please consider sufficiently and get specialist's advice as the need arises.
When I can't understand risk about purchase and other risk of SAKECOIN indicated on this white paper and be convinced, please cut down purchase of SAKECOIN.
All former purchase of self-responsibility for purchase of SAKECOIN, please.
It can't be returned, so in what kind of case is a consideration of bought SAKECOIN also careful, please?
[Exemption particular]
We assume that a SAKECOIN buyer understood the contents of this white paper sufficiently before purchase and considered in self-responsibility.
The damage which chose SAKECOIN operation as a buyer's trusting the white paper mentioning contents or brought in relation to that, indirect damage,
special damage and collateral damage.
It isn't possible to shoulder responsibility about consequent damage and other damage. (In spite of illegal act responsibility and the contract liability and so on legal nature)
SAKECOIN operation doesn't guarantee feasibility of all service indicated on this white paper, and is what kind of expression
guarantee and immunity from responsibility to every kind of person.
It isn't given.
[SAKECOIN purchase important matter]
Since putting it in the purchase of SAKECOIN, only a person with enough experience and understanding can buy SAKECOIN about directions of a cipher token,
its complicated nature and a software system based on block chain technology, etc..
The national nationality carrier who considers purchase of SAKECOIN or a cipher token to which others are
similar is prohibited or to violate a decree and a resident of a state are SAKECOIN.
It isn't possible to buy it.
SAKECOIN operation concerned can shoulder responsibility about no kind of loss which has occurred to buyer's acts in purchase of SAKECOIN.
Additionally the way where a person without necessary knowledge and experience and one can't shoulder the responsibility
will decline purchase of SAKECOIN about a cipher currency.
[Change is added and eliminated about the contents.]
SAKECOIN operation changes, revises and adds or eliminates the part and the condition of this white paper.

[About risk]
Please understand that purchase of SAKECOIN involves risk sufficiently.
After a purchase applicant of SAKECOIN understood the following risk sufficiently in self-responsibility before purchase, please consider purchase.
(1) risk about development
SAKECOIN is while it's developed, and a possibility that I fail in development and a possibility which doesn't reach first as planned are here.
(2) risk about service continuation
When doing bankruptcy and settlement, etc., there is a possibility that the service and the claim, etc. which can be used by SAKECOIN sell the 3rd person or
are transferred.
Our service can't sometimes be used any more by issued SAKECOIN in that case.
(3) bankrupt risk
There is a possibility that I fall bankruptcy by future management deterioration and settle it in the plan way for SAKECOIN operation.
SAKECOIN, a stock and, besides, the distribution which is a residue about a carrier of SAKECOIN not accompanying a security and even when doing
bankruptcy and settlement, etc., and, besides, it isn't guaranteed.
(4) the risk by which it's for a system defect
There is a possibility that system defects occur in SAKECOIN. Future system defects are assumed, and in what kind of case does this token also seem to
handle?
I do, a hacking and, besides, appropriate handling of SAKECOIN sometimes becomes difficult by unexpected reasons.
There is a possibility that the measure which are use stops and hard forks, etc. by a judgement of SAKECOIN operation is performed in that case.
[The expression guarantee of the buyer]
Expression guarantees the following point for a buyer by SAKECOIN's participating.
(1) a buyer is the person himself who hopes for SAKECOIN purchase, not surrogate purchase.
(2) a buyer possesses the ability to buy SAKECOIN based on a decree in the country where he lives or an area.
(3) a buyer understands a project gist sufficiently about SAKECOIN purchase, and it isn't the speculative purpose.
(4) a buyer judges that SAKECOIN purchase is appropriate for itself and shoulders responsibility.
(5) by what kind of form does a buyer also agree for SAKECOIN not to hit a security and understand in all countries or areas?
(6) a buyer understands a demerit or BENEFITTO, etc. of the cost and risk which affect SAKECOIN purchase and other things sufficiently.
(7) this white paper agrees to hit no kind of schemes or recruitment forms, not to hit recruitment of a security in the country or the area where a buyer lives
and not to hit invitation of an investment which affects a security, and a buyer understands sufficiently.
(8) the operation procedure by which a buyer is a cipher currency and, besides, the knowledge and the technology by which it seems necessary gain the
ability and understand sufficiently.
(9) related to the business and the operation by which a buyer is SAKE COIN operation, I aim at it, the risk by which it's for the achievement and bankruptcylessness is recognized and understood sufficiently.
(10) SAKECOIN operation understands that the responsibility isn't shouldered (illegal act responsibility and contract liability and, besides, in spite of the legal
nature) sufficiently, and damage of what kind of indirect damage, special damage, collateral damage and consequent damage covered in relation to the
mentioning contents of this white paper and SAKE COIN purchase and other things does a buyer agree about?

